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Abstract Radial diffusion is one of the dominant physical mechanisms that drives acceleration and loss of
the radiation belt electrons, which makes it very important for nowcasting and forecasting space weather
models. We investigate the sensitivity of the two parameterizations of the radial diffusion of Brautigam and
Albert (2000) and Ozeke et al. (2014) on long-term radiation belt modeling using the Versatile Electron
Radiation Belt (VERB). Following Brautigam and Albert (2000) and Ozeke et al. (2014), we first perform 1-D
radial diffusion simulations. Comparison of the simulation results with observations shows that the difference
between simulations with either radial diffusion parameterization is small. To take into account effects of local
acceleration and loss, we perform 3-D simulations, including pitch angle, energy, and mixed diffusion. We
found that the results of 3-D simulations are even less sensitive to the choice of parameterization of radial
diffusion rates than the results of 1-D simulations at various energies (from 0.59 to 1.80MeV). This result
demonstrates that the inclusion of local acceleration and pitch angle diffusion can provide a negative
feedback effect, such that the result is largely indistinguishable simulations conducted with different radial
diffusion parameterizations. We also perform a number of sensitivity tests bymultiplying radial diffusion rates
by constant factors and show that such an approach leads to unrealistic predictions of radiation belt dynamics.

1. Introduction

Captured by the Earth’s magnetic field, energetic electrons and protons form the radiation belts. The outer
electron belt is highly dynamic and has been observed and studied since the beginning of the space age
[Van Allen and Frank, 1959]. However, prediction and understanding of the energetic electron population
variation remain a challenging task [Reeves et al., 2003; Shprits et al., 2008a, 2008b]. Since energetic electrons
create a hazardous environment for Earth-orbiting satellites and the international space station, the under-
standing and prediction of the radiation belts dynamics are very important. Radiation belt models [e.g., Li,
2004; Subbotin and Shprits, 2009; Reeves et al., 2012; Su et al., 2010; Varotsou et al., 2008; Albert et al., 2009]
simulate radial transport by using various radial diffusion parameterizations. As results of the simulations
may depend on these parameterizations, it is important for space weather modeling and prediction to inves-
tigate how the choice of the radial diffusion models may affect simulation results. In the study we analyze the
response of radiation belt modeling to commonly used statistical radial diffusion rates: Brautigam and Albert
[2000] and Ozeke et al. [2014], hereafter denoted as BA and OZ, respectively. As radial diffusion shows signifi-
cant variability and is driven by the solar wind activity, in this study we have not considered radial diffusion
parameterizations that are independent of geomagnetic activity. The detailed comparison between consid-
ered different radial diffusion parameterizations can be useful for the development of current and future
space weather models.

Radial diffusion occurs as a result of the violation of the third adiabatic invariant of motion due to the reso-
nant interactions between ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves and electrons [Kellogg, 1959; Fälthammar, 1965;
Roederer, 1970]. Depending on the phase space density (PSD) gradient, radial diffusion moves electrons
inward or outward from the Earth, which accelerates or decelerates the electrons, respectively. By working
as a loss or a source of high-energy electrons, radial diffusion transport plays an important role in the forma-
tion and structure of the outer electron radiation belt and is important for electron acceleration [e.g., Shprits
and Thorne, 2004; Su et al., 2015] and loss [e.g., Reeves et al., 1998; Desorgher et al., 2000; Miyoshi et al., 2003;
Shprits et al., 2005]. Shprits et al. [2006] showed that outward radial diffusion may also provide a very effective
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loss down to L ~ 4 during the main phase of a storm, when loss to the magnetopause results in negative
gradients in PSD. They also showed that the outward radial diffusion can often explain observed dropouts
in PSD during a storm’s main phase. This explanation for a dropout has been confirmed by observations from
NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites that measure precipitating particles [Turner et al.,
2012]. Su et al. [2015] discussed that radial diffusion can play a dominant role of the radiation belt electron
acceleration for specific events. Although the electron acceleration due to the local process is more common,
radial diffusion redistributes the electrons along the radial direction smoothing PSD gradients, whichmakes it
an important part of radiation belt dynamics.

ULF waves can be separated into electrostatic and electromagnetic wave components [Schulz and Lanzerotti,

1974] with corresponding electrostatic (DES
LL ) and electromagnetic (DEM

LL ) diffusion coefficients. The total radial
diffusion coefficient includes both components and was studied previously [e.g., Fälthammar, 1965;
Brautigam and Albert, 2000]:

DLL ¼ DES
LL þ DEM

LL : (1)

Radial diffusion occurs due to the resonance of the electron drift motion with an electromagnetic field
perturbation. The resonance condition for the drift resonance may be written as

ΩULF ¼ mΩD; (2)

where ΩULF is the Fourier harmonic of the wave frequency, m is the number of the harmonic, and ΩD is the
drift frequency.

To calculate the diffusion coefficient, the ULF wave amplitude characteristic needs to be known. The fluctua-
tion of magnetic and electric fields can be described by the power spectral density of the corresponding
components of the ULF waves. Summing over all the resonances, the diffusion coefficient can be expressed
as [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974; e.g., Fei et al., 2006; Ozeke et al., 2012]:

DE
LL∝L

6
X
m

PE
m mΩDð Þ; (3)

DM
LL∝L

8ΩD
2
X
m

m2PM
m mΩDð Þ; (4)

where PE,M
m is the power spectral density of electric andmagnetic components that respectively depends on

the drift frequency and the harmonic number in equation (2); L is McIlwain L shell.

There are various approaches that provide radial diffusion coefficients. Fei et al. [2006] proposed the event-
based method of the radial diffusion coefficients calculation. Using the ULF electric and magnetic field power
spectral density obtained from the global magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation of the specific events
(September 1998 storm), the authors constructed the time-dependent radial diffusion rates that were used
in the 1-D Fokker-Plank equation simulation to describe the dynamics of the PSD evolution. This approach
requires a computationally expensive MHDmodeling for the considered period of time, and it can be difficult
to apply in long-term simulations or real-time prediction models. Su et al. [2015] used a data-driven method
of the radial diffusion rate calculation. The power spectral density was obtained directly from the measure-
ments and used in the radial diffusion calculations. Following this approach in combination with the 1-D
radial diffusion simulation, the authors were able to reproduce the acceleration of the electrons due to the
radial transport for specific events. Another model was proposed by Fok et al., 2008, these authors did not
account for the radial diffusion term explicitly, but the model included a time-varying magnetic field.

Validation of the storm-specific models is a challenging task, as the relative success of the models may turn out
to be a simple coincidence. Another challenge comes from the fact that there are currently no standardized pro-
cedures for code validation, andmodels are compared by differentmeasures. The statistical and empirical mod-
els of radial diffusion coefficients provide the parameterization for long-term simulations that can be validated
in a statistical and systematic way. Such models can be used in the future for space weather modeling.

The radial diffusion model proposed by Brautigam and Albert [2000] is based on the empirically determined

value of the electromagnetic diffusion coefficient DEM
LL parameterized by Kp index:

DEM
LL ¼ L1010 0:506 Kp � 9:325ð Þ 1=day½ �; Kp ¼ 1 to 6; (5)
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and electrostatic diffusion coefficient DLLES calculated from the electric field amplitudes parameterized as a
linear function of Kp index:

DES
LL ¼ L6

1
4

103 0:26 Kp� 1ð Þ þ 0:1ð Þ
0:311

� �2
2700

1þ 1350 ΩDð Þ2
 !

cm2=s
� �

; Kp ¼ 1 to 6; (6)

where exponential decay time for the electric-field impulse is determine as 2700 s (0.75 h) and ΩD is deter-
mined in hertz.

In their paper, the authors analyzed the response of outer radiation belt electrons to the 9 October 1990mag-
netic storm. This analysis included the simulation of radial diffusion transport and comparison of the results
with observations from Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) [Vampola et al., 1992].

The simulation was based on solving themodified Fokker-Planck equation [Walt, 1970] which describes radial
diffusion with parameterized losses:

∂f
∂t

¼ L2
∂
∂L

1

L2
DLLh i ∂f

∂L

� �
� f
τparam

; (7)

where f is electron phase space density defined as a function of adiabatic invariants (μ, J, and L) and τparam is
the time scale of losses, μ is the first adiabatic invariant, and J is the second adiabatic invariant. The diffusion
coefficient DLL is a summation ofDES

LL (equation (6)) andD
EM
LL (equation (5)) diffusion coefficients corresponding

to the electrostatic and electromagnetic wave-particle interaction respectively; both coefficients are
parameterized with Kp index. The electrostatic coefficient DES

LL from Cornwall [1968] was computed by using
the root-mean-square of the electric field amplitude assumed to be a linear function of the Kp index. This
parameterization is consistent with rates used in previous studies for geomagnetic quiet time [Lyons and
Thorne, 1973] and active time [Lyons and Schulz, 1989]. To obtain the Kp-dependentDEM

LL diffusion coefficient,
authors used empirically obtained diffusion coefficients for different L. At L=4, the electromagnetic coeffi-
cient was based on ground measurements [Lanzerotti and Morgan, 1973], and for L= 6.6, this coefficient
was calculated based on geosynchronous measurements [Lanzerotti and Webb, 1978].

Kim et al. [2011] showed that the Versatile Electron Radiation Belt (VERB) code [Subbotin and Shprits, 2009;
Subbotin et al., 2010] simulation that includes the Brautigam and Albert [2000] electrostatic diffusion

coefficient DES
LL (equation (6)) overestimated fluxes in the slot region and in the inner belt. It was concluded

that the electrostatic coefficient DES
LL needs to be determined more accurately for L< 3. In this study we

do not include an electrostatic component.

In Ozeke et al. [2014] the total radial diffusion coefficient was separated into two terms due to the azimuthal
electric field:

DE
LL ¼ L6 2:6�10�810 0:217Lþ0:461Kpð Þ; 1=day½ �; (8)

and the compressional magnetic field of the ULF waves:

DM
LL ¼ L8 6:62�10�1310 �0:0327L2þ0:625L�0:0108Kp2þ0:499Kpð Þ; 1=day½ �: (9)

The electric diffusion coefficientDE
LL was determined from 15 years of ground measurements. In situ determi-

nation required a series of simultaneous measurements in space. Since this approach is almost always impos-
sible, the authors were using the ground-based magnetometer measurements and an Alfvénic wave
mapping model in a dipole field following [Ozeke et al., 2009; Rae et al., 2012] to determine the azimuthal
component of the equatorial electric field and estimate power spectral density PE

m in equation (3). Ozeke

et al. [2014] used frequency-independent electric field power spectral density. As a result, DE
LL in equation

(8) does not depend on the electron’s μ value. Additionally, only guided Alfvén waves were used to avoid
twice counting the azimuthal component of the compressional wave. The calculation of the magnetic diffu-

sion coefficientDM
LL in equation (5) was also based on in situ measurements. The component PM

m in equation
(4) was obtained by the GOES and the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers spacecraft measure-
ments [Ozeke et al., 2012] in the period from 1996 to 2005. It should be noted that the electromagnetic field
diffusion coefficients of the Brautigam and Albert [2000] model are not based on in situ measurements of
power spectral density. Thus, using the new model that is based on in situ observations may provide
more accurate results in the radiation belt simulation.
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Figure 1 shows the comparison of the radial diffusion coefficients related to electromagnetic field fluctua-

tions calculated by Brautigam and Albert [2000] (DEM
LL ≡DBA

LL ; equation (5)) with radial diffusion coefficients

obtained in Ozeke et al. [2014] (azimuthal electric field diffusion coefficient DE
LL; equation (8)), compressional

magnetic field diffusion coefficientsDM
LL (equation (5), and total diffusion coefficientDO

LL ¼ DM
LL þ DE

LL). It can be

seen that the electric componentDE
LL (equation (8)) is dominant over the magnetic componentDM

LL (equation

(5) and the total diffusion coefficient DO
LL is defined by the electric component. Comparison of two models

shows that the diffusion coefficient DO
LL is smaller than DBA

LL for L≳ 4 and is larger at smaller L shells. Note that
the difference between coefficients is less than an order of magnitude at the outer belt region (L≳ 3). To
quantify the influence of each radial diffusion model to the radiation belt dynamics, it is necessary to perform
the diffusion simulation including radial diffusion rates.

In several studies, the authors multiplied radial diffusion rates by a constant factor in order to find a way to
improve the 1-D simulation results [e.g., Tu et al., 2009; Ozeke et al., 2014; Mann et al., 2016]. For example,
Ozeke et al. [2014] showed that the power spectral density of ULF waves can vary from its mean value and
suggested that the variation of their diffusion rates may be changed by a factor of 3. A similar approach
was used in 3-D simulations as well [e.g., Tu et al., 2013]. The recent study of Murphy et al. [2016] suggested
that for individual geomagnetic storms, the actual diffusion rates could be 4 orders of magnitude smaller or
larger than those predicted by an empirical model derived as a function of Kp. Such diffusion rates are very
difficult to validate. For instance, in an individual storm, the relative success of a radiation belt model at a
particular energy may result from a balance of several inaccurate parameterizations and potentially missing
physical processes.

In this study, we investigate the sensitivity of the long-term VERB code simulations to the assumed parame-
terization of radiation diffusion. We compare results between different simulations and with observations.
Following Brautigam and Albert [2000] andOzeke et al. [2014], we first perform 1-D radial diffusion simulations
with realistic upper boundary condition and parameterized losses. To take into account local acceleration and
loss due to wave-particle interactions, we then perform a 3-D simulation and compare it with results of 1-D
simulations. The comparison of 3-D simulations with 1-D simulations reveals the contribution of the local
diffusion processes to the radiation belt dynamics. To investigate how sensitive the model results are to
the choice of the parameterizations, we compare the simulations with observations. Finally, we perform a

Figure 1. Comparison of radial diffusion coefficients presented in Brautigam and Albert [2000] (blue indicates electromag-
netic component; equation (5)) and presented in Ozeke et al. [2014] (green indicates magnetic component; equation (5);
black indicates electric component; equation (8)). Total diffusion coefficient (DO

LL) from Ozeke et al. [2014] is not shown,
because it is practically identical to electric component (DE

LL) due to negligible magnetic component (DM
LLÞ. (a) Kp = 1. (b)

Kp = 6.
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number of sensitivity tests using the VERB code to investigate the reliability of the approach of multiplying
the radial diffusion rate by a constant factor.

2. Modeling and Observational Comparison
2.1. VERB Code

The Versatile Electron Radiation Belt code is a powerful tool for performing diffusion simulations. The VERB
code can be easily used for 1-D simulations similar to the simulations described by Brautigam and Albert
[2000] or Ozeke et al. [2014]. In addition, more comprehensive 3-D simulations can be performed by using
the VERB code.

The 1-D Fokker-Planck equation (7) includes only the radial diffusion process due to the violation of the third
adiabatic invariant. The violation of the first and the second invariants can be written as the bounce-averaged
diffusion equation in terms of equatorial pitch angle and energy following Schulz and Lanzerotti [1974]. Thus,
to take into account both described processes, the modified Fokker-Planck equation may be rewritten
[Shprits et al., 2008b] and solved on two different computational grids that preserve the first and second
invariants during radial transport and another that preserves orthogonality in momentum and pitch angle.
We use the formulation of the Fokker Planck equation in terms of invariants (L, V, and K) to avoid interpolation
between two grids [Subbotin and Shprits, 2012]:

∂f
∂t

¼ 1
G
∂
∂L

����
V;K

G DLLh i∂f
∂L

����
V;K

" #
þ 1
G
∂
∂V

����
L;K

G DVVh i∂f
∂V

����
L;K

þ DVKh i∂f
∂K

����
L;V

 !" #

þ 1
G
∂
∂K

����
L;V

G DKKh i∂f
∂K

����
L;V

þ DVKh i∂f
∂V

����
L;K

 !" #
� f
τ
; (10)

where K and V are adiabatic invariants; K ¼ J=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 μm0

p
, where m0 is electron rest mass; V≡μ � (K+0.5)2;

hDKKi, hDVVi, hDVKi are diagonal and mixed diffusion coefficients; G ¼�2πB0R2EL�2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 μm0

p
= K þ 0:5ð Þ2 is the

Jacobian of the transformation from an adiabatic invariant system (μ, J, and Φ), where Φ is third adiabatic
invariant to the (V, K, and L) coordinate system; RE is the Earth’s radius, B0 = 0.3; G is the field on the equator
at the Earth’s surface; and f/τ represents losses inside the loss cone with τ being equal to a quarter bounce
period inside the loss cone and infinitely outside of the loss cone. This approach allows setting up convenient
boundary conditions inside the loss cone which is impossible if (μ, J, L) coordinates are used.

Equations (7) and (8) can be solved by the VERB code in 1-D and 3-D simulations, respectively. Shprits et al.
[2005] used equation (7) to quantify the competing effects on the distribution of the outer zone relativistic
electrons of inward radial diffusion described by BA and losses. The model was capable of predicting the
radial extent of high-energy fluxes and locations of peak fluxes for many storms and predicts MeV electron
fluxes within 1 order of magnitude accuracy for most of the simulation time and most L values. Subbotin
et al. [2011] performed a long-term simulation solving equation (8) by using BA diffusion rates and showed
good agreement between modeling and CRRES observations and between modeling and satellite reanalysis
for a long time period, including the 9 October 1990 geomagnetic storm. Drozdov et al. [2015] also confirmed
that the VERB code is capable of reproducing the dynamics of the energetic and relativistic electrons as the
result of the long-term simulation and comparison with the Van Allen Probe [Mauk et al., 2013; Stratton et al.,
2014] measurements.

2.2. 1-D Simulations With Realistic Boundary Conditions

There are many factors that affect the modeling of radiation belt dynamics. To show how the considered
radial diffusion coefficients affect the solution of the diffusion equations, we first perform 1-D simulations
in order to compare with previously published results.

A 1 year period from 1 October 2012 to 1 October 2013 (see Figure 2) was chosen to investigate the influence
of the Kp-dependent radial diffusion model on the results of the 1-D simulation. The outer boundary condi-
tions were obtained from Van Allen Probes Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) [Blake et al., 2013].
The steady state radial diffusion solution was used as an initial condition. The parameterizations of the losses
were the same as in the 1-D simulation performed by Ozeke et al. [2014]. We use analytic expressions for the
Kp-dependent electron lifetime, τ outside the plasmasphere from Shprits et al. [2005]; however, the
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dependence was multiplied by a factor of 2 (τ = 6/Kp days) similar to Ozeke et al. [2014]. Inside the plasma-
sphere, the electron lifetime was set to 10 days. The plasmapause location was calculated following
Carpenter and Anderson [1992].

Ozeke et al. [2014] conducted 1-D simulations and considered only electrons at 0.976MeV, while in this study
we extend the comparison to include a broader range of electron energies. This choice was made because for
higher energy, the azimuthal transport is dominated by the gradient-curvature drift, while for lower energies
the induced electric field drift is more pronounced. The results of the simulations with different radial
diffusion rates, comparison of the simulation results with observations, and comparison between the
simulations are shown in Figure 3. To quantify the difference between simulations and between the model
and observations, the normalized difference (ND) was constructed by using the following equation
[Subbotin and Shprits, 2009]:

ND L; tð Þ ¼ Flux1 L; tð Þ � Flux2 L; tð Þ
maxjover L at const t

Flux1 L;tð ÞþFlux2 L;tð Þ
2

; (11)

where Flux1 and Flux2 are comparable electron fluxes obtained from different simulations or from the
measurements and a simulation. This metric shows the difference between the electron fluxes, which is
normalized by the average maximum flux for a given time. The chosen metric emphasizes the difference
which is significant in comparison with the average value of the flux maximized over L for each time.
Eventually, the maximum value of electron flux and its location are more important in considering radiation
hazards. It emphasizes how well the simulation can reproduce the flux peaks and flux profiles around the
maximum. In case of the comparison between two simulations, it indicates the difference in the heart of
the radiation belt and excludes the areas of the low flux values, such as the slot region to avoid comparison
of very small numbers.

Figure 3 presents a comparison of the evolution of 0.56MeV, 1.04MeV, and 1.80MeV observed on Van Allen
Probes (Figures 3a–3c), obtained from 1-D simulations using BA parameterizations (Figures 3d–3f) and OZ
parameterizations (Figures 3g–3i). Comparison between measurements and simulation with the BA parame-
terization is shown in Figures 3j–3l, and comparison between measurements and simulation with OZ is
shown in Figures 3m–3o.

As a reference value that can describe the overall accuracy of the simulation with one number, we choose the
mean value of the absolute ND (hereafter, referred to as the mean absolute value and denoted as <|ND|> in

Figure 2. (a–c) Van Allen Probe MagEIS measurements of electron flux at 0.56, 1.04, and 1.80MeV, respectively, at pitch
angle α = 70°; (d) Kp index.
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figures). The distribution of the obtained NDs is positively skewed (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information S1
shows the examples of the distribution histogram). For this kind of distribution, the median better charac-
terizes the expected value; however, in this case we are not interested in the expected value; rather, we
are interested in the cumulative difference across all L shells and time. We choose to normalize the sum of
all absolute values of NDs by the number of grid cells, which is equal to the mean value. For the mean abso-
lute value calculations, the ND distributions of the whole period of time (1 year) at a fixed energy were
spatially limited in the range of L shells from 2.0 to 5.5. The same range is shown in every figure of the
NDs. The mean absolute values are presented on each panel of NDs in Figures 3 and 4.

Figures 3d–3i show that both simulations, in general, capture the general dynamics of the radiation belt,
covering the period of various geomagnetic activity (see Kp index in Figure 2d) However, the simulations
do not qualitatively reproduce the flux peaks at high energies (1.80MeV), and they overestimated the

Figure 3. (a–c) Measurements of electron flux at 0.56, 1.04, and 1.80MeV, respectively, at pitch angle α = 70°; (d–f) VERB code simulation with BA and (g–i) with OZ
parameterizations; (j–l) normalized difference between simulations with BA parameterization and measurements; (m–o) difference between simulations with OZ
parameterization and measurements; and (p–r) normalized difference between simulation with BA and with OZ parameterizations. The mean absolute value is
presented on every ND panel.
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measured fluxes at low energies (0.56MeV). The simulations at 1.04MeV are closer to the observations than at
other energies. The traditional logarithmic difference (LD), which is presented in Figure S1, also confirms
these findings. Comparison between simulations with BA and OZ parameterizations (Figures 3p–3r) shows
that the presented ND is much lower than the ND between model and observations. The variation of the
mean absolute values for the comparison between the model and observations is in the range from 33 to
51%, while the mean absolute values of the comparison between two simulations are lower (around 11%).
While there is a difference between the radial diffusion rates for the two parameterizations considered in this
study, 1-D simulations differ by a very small factor in comparison to the difference between each of the
simulations and observations.

2.3. 3-D Simulations Including Local Diffusion Processes

The 1-D simulations do not fully describe the complexity of the processes that drive radiation belts dynamics,
as they rely on a parameterization of the complex loss mechanics caused by local wave-particle interactions.

Figure 4. (a–r) Similar to Figure 3 but for 3-D simulations.
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To improve the model, local diffusion coefficients that correspond to the processes such as pitch angle scat-
tering or energy diffusion must be introduced into a 3-D simulation.

As described in Shprits et al. [2008a, 2008b], radial diffusion, local acceleration, and pitch angle diffusion are all
coupled to each other, and there are a number of feedback mechanisms between them. For instance, energy
diffusion can decrease the radial gradient and slow down inward radial diffusion.

For the 3-D simulation described by equation (8), the outer boundary and initial conditions are the same as
in 1-D simulations described in section 2.1. The parameterizations for the pitch angle, momentum, and
crossed diffusion coefficients for chorus waves, lightning whistlers, and very low frequency (VLF) transmit-
ters were taken from Subbotin et al. [2011] and are scaled with Kp. The parameterization for the extremely
low frequency (ELF) hiss waves, the grid size and other boundary conditions are the same as in Drozdov
et al. [2015].

Figure 4 is similar to Figure 3 but for 3-D VERB simulations. Comparison between the simulations results
(Figures 4d–4f and 4g–4i) and measurements (Figures 4a–4c) shows better agreement at different energies
than in the case of 1-D simulations. In particular, the peak flux values at high energies (1.80MeV) and the flux
decay at low energies (0.59MeV) are closer to the measurements of those in the case of 1-D simulations
regardless of the radial diffusion rates. The difference between simulations with BA (Figures 4j–4l) and OZ
(Figures 4m–4o) parameterizations is less pronounced than in the case of 1-D simulations (Figures 3j–4o).
Figures 4j–4o show that the NDs (and LDs, that are shown in Figure S2) between model and observations
are lower than in case of 1-D simulations, and the mean absolute value varies in the range of 26–34% in com-
parison to 33–51% in 1-D case. The mean absolute values of the difference between 3-D simulations with BA
and OZ rates are 8% or less, while in the 1-D case, the mean absolute values of the same difference
exceeded 11%.

The presented simulations show that the difference between 3-D simulations with different radial diffusion
rates is smaller than the difference between each of the 3-D models and observations. The introduction of
the local processes into the simulation provides better agreement with the observations, and the improve-
ment does not strongly depend on the selection of radial diffusion coefficient model.

2.4. Sensitivity Tests

As discussed in section 1, a number of recent studies explored simulations with radial diffusion rates multi-
plied by a various constant up to 16. To investigate the applicability of this approach to a long-term simula-
tion, we conduct a series of sensitivity tests using the VERB code. The sensitivity simulations discussed below
have similar conditions as the simulations in sections 2.2 and 2.3. The sensitivity tests are performed for OZ

radial diffusion rates DO
LL multiplying or dividing by 2 and 3 in accordance with the variation described in

by Ozeke et al. [2014].

Figure 5 shows observations of 1.04MeV electron flux, results of 3-D simulations using original OZ radial
diffusion rates, and OZ radial diffusion rates multiplied and divided by a factor of 3. The increased diffusion
rates result in better agreement of the model (Figure 5d) and observations (Figure 5a) than the original OZ
diffusion rates (Figure 5b) in the heart of the outer belt but produce an unrealistic “third” belt at L=2.5 that
is not seen in the observations (Figure 5a). In addition, the location of the third belt corresponds to the slot
region which is usually devoid of relativistic electrons [Fennell et al., 2015]. Better agreement of 3-D simula-
tions and observations at higher L shells is likely a coincidence and generally cannot be considered as an
improvement. Decreasing of diffusion rates leads to slower radial transport of electrons, which is consistent
with our sensitivity test using a reduced radial diffusion rate (Figure 6c). The test shows that the electrons do
not penetrate as low in L as observations show. The detailed results of sensitivity tests are shown in
Figures S4–S7 for 1-D simulations and in Figures S8–S12 for 3-D simulations.

It is convenient to explore the effect of reduced and enhanced diffusion coefficients on simulations for a wide
range of energies using the mean absolute value as a metric of comparison between simulation and
observations. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mean absolute value on energy for the sensitivity tests
with original, reduced, and enhanced radial diffusion rates. Figure 6a presents the mean absolute values for
the 1-D simulations, and Figure 6b is for 3-D simulations. The figure shows that multiplying or dividing radial

diffusion parameterization DO
LL by a constant number may improve 1-D simulations at a selected energy;
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however, results may be worse at other energies. The sensitivity tests for 3-D simulations do not improve the
results of themodeling at all energies in comparison to the simulations with unmodified radial diffusion rates.

The approach of multiplying or dividing the radial diffusion rates by a constant number may help reproduce
the dynamics in particular regions of space, and for particular energies, however, it is not likely to provide an

Figure 5. Electron flux profiles at 1.04MeV and at pitch angle α = 70°. (a) Van Allen Probe MagEIS measurements, (b) 3-D
simulations with DO

LL , (c) 3-D simulations with DO
LL=3, and (d) 3-D simulations with 3�DO

LL . The dashed line indicates L = 3.

Figure 6. Variation of the mean absolute values versus energy for simulations with different radial diffusion rates. (a) 1-D simulations; (b) 3-D simulations.
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overall improvement to the long-term 1-D and 3-D modeling results at different energies. Since the simula-
tions with BA and with OZ parameterizations are practically indistinguishable, we can assume that this

approach will not improve the results of the simulation with modified radial diffusion rate DBA
LL from

Brautigam and Albert [2000].

Several recent publications explored even more extreme modifications of the radial diffusion rates. In parti-
cular, a recent study by Mann et al. [2016] explored in their supporting information modification by a factor
up to 16 and Murphy et al. [2016] suggested that “for any individual geomagnetic storm the actual diffusion
rates could be 4 orders of magnitude smaller or larger than those predicted by an empirical model derived as
a function of Kp,” while the authors only suggested such variations for individual storms. We have to note,
that the mean and median value of the storm time ULF wave power should not be interpreted as a fixed
multiplication factor for the empirical radial diffusion rates. As Figures 5 and 6 clearly show, calculations with
increased or decreased radial diffusion rates produce less accurate and unrealistic results. Although the radial
diffusion rates can still be improved, both Kp-parametrized radial diffusion rates (BA and OZ) provided a good
agreement of simulations with observations.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study we have compared radial diffusion simulations with electromagnetic radial diffusion coefficients
by Brautigam and Albert [2000] and with total radial diffusion coefficients of Ozeke et al. [2014].
One-dimensional simulations with realistic boundary conditions with either of the Kp-dependent radial diffu-
sion coefficients capture the dynamics of the radiation belts. This result is consistent with previous studies
[Brautigam and Albert, 2000; Shprits et al., 2005;Ozeke et al., 2014]. The difference between simulations is small
in comparison with the measured variation of the electron fluxes. In the case of 3-D simulations that include
local diffusion processes, the difference between simulations with different parameterizations of radial
transport is further reduced. The outer electron radiation belt is a complex nonlinear system that shows a
complicated and complex response to the change of each of the assumed parameters. In particular, full
3-D simulations appear to be less sensitive to the assumed radial diffusion rates than the simplified 1-D simu-
lations. In addition, the description of realistic transport of the electrons can go beyond diffusion theory,
especially for electrons at low energies, where convective transport is more important.

For space weather-related models, either parameterization can be used. The difference between the
observations and models considered in the manuscript simulations are likely due to the inaccuracies
associated with uncertainties of ELF/VLF wave models or missing physical processes such as
magnetospheric convection.

The simulation results are in good agreement with the observations, which concludes that both models of
radial diffusion are well suited for long-term 3-D modeling of the electron radiation belt dynamics. The incor-
poration of more accurate radial diffusion rates possibly validated by observations [e.g., O’Brien et al., 2016]
may improve the results of the simulation and should be a focus of further research. The parameters, and
in particular radial diffusion rates, should not be fitted to reproduce observations in isolation from other pro-
cesses. As shown by the sensitivity tests, a systematic increase or decrease even by a small number compared
to scaling factors suggested in the literature deteriorated the simulation results at various energies.

Murphy et al. [2016] interprets the variability in the wave power as a variability in the radial diffusion rates.
Further investigation of storm time ULF wave power is important, and the hourly power spectral density
may at times reflect the rate of the radial diffusion. However, the radial diffusion is a slow process and
assumes that at each particular moment, the changes in the third invariant are small. Consequently, the value
of interest is an average wave power over a characteristic time scale associated with the radial transport and
along the electrons drift trajectory. The radial diffusion transport is not likely fully defined by the ULF wave
power observations at one or a few isolated areas. The violation of the third invariant causes the electron
displacement in space and is the result of the interaction with ULF waves at various L shells and magnetic
local times. Thus, effective wave power (for the actual diffusion rates) can be considerably less than the
localized in space and time value of the wave power.

We have found in the current study that the two considered radial diffusion rates produce largely similar
results, especially in 3-D simulations, as compared to observations at several energies. We demonstrated that
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great care must be taken in multiplying diffusion coefficients by a fixed factor to match observations at a
particular energy, as although agreement may improve for the energy of interest, over several energies that
agreement may be much worse. Lastly, we have illustrated that sensible limits should be enforced in any
attempt to scale radial diffusion rates.
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